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Subject: Smart meter opt out fees
Date: Thursday, October 24, 2013 1:15:20 PM

Ladies and gentlemen of BCUC,
 
I like to inform you of the utter misrepresentation of BC Hydro's ruthless 
smart meter campaign.
 
BC Hydro was not honest in bringing the truth regarding Smart Meters to 
the general public!  Honesty and integrity must be expected of a crown 
corporation.  Unfortunately, BC Hydro's lobbyist have time and time again 
misrepresented the facts about Smart Meters to the public!
 
I sat across the table from one of their lobbyists , in the 
presence of the mayor and several council members.  
This is what the lobbyist boldly claimed at this meeting: "The World Health 
Organization (WHO) endorses the safety of smart meters."  This statement 
is utterly false and a deliberate orchestrated falsification of facts by BC 
Hydro!
This false statement was repeated over and over again by BC Hydro's 
lobbyist in the media. 
 
On the contrary, Dr. Robert Baan of the WHO (IARC) affirmed, that smart 
meters radiation is included in the 2B Carcinogenic classification!
 
The lobbyist also deliberately spun the facts of the 2B Carcinogen 
classification.  
Example:  pickled vegetables.  The pickled vegetables that the WHO 
referred to as possible carcinogenic, were highly toxic preserves that 
originated from a small region of China.  This very important fact was 
conveniently left out by the BC Hydro lobby group.  Why is BC Hydro, a 
Crown Corporation allowed such gross misrepresentation of facts?
 
This is only the tip of the iceberg and I will not get into the many details at 
this time.  Suffice to say, BC Hydro does not see any value in honesty, 
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integrity and openness.  This unethical behavior extends to all levels of BC 
Hydro's staff, including senior management!
 
Personal experience with electronic hyper-sensitivity (EHS)
A few years ago when we lived in Qualicum Beach, BC Hydro replaced our 
conventional analog meter with a digital meter.  This happened at the 
beginning of summer . . .  , by the end of summer, my 
wife contracted severe electronic hyper-sensitivity (EHS), which became 
the biggest challenge of our lives.  
 
My wife enjoyed good health before and this sudden severe EHS sensitivity 
came as a big shock to us.  We removed all wireless devices out of our 
lives after learning of the connection of EHS and low level microwave 
radiation.  Despite all our efforts, to keep our lives free from microwave 
radiation, we were forced to move to where the level of ambient radiation 
(neighbours Wi-Fi, DECT phones etc.) was not as severe.
 
We contacted BC Hydro many times, by email, letter and telephone, to 
request a regular non transmitting analog meter for the sake of my wife's 
health.  We only receive the usual arrogant rhetoric from BC Hydro and 
even threats, that our power will be cut off if we replace the current smart 
meter that is on our home now with a safe non-transmitting analog meter.  
 
I offered that I would send in monthly readings, but BC Hydro decided to 
stoop even lower. 
We are now faced with the prospect of paying monthly 'Extortion Fees' to 
have the meter read manually, even though I offered to send in the 
readings.
 
Over time, we learned from electrical engineers, that meters with the 
transmitters turned off cause electro pollution through transients and 
harmonics on the lines that enter the home.   To our great surprise, this 
also happens with regular digital meters and it explains why my wife 
became so severely afflicted with EHS after the installation of a digital 
meter on our home only a few years back.
 
Citizens must be informed that the international medical 
communities have spoken out against Smart Meters  and other microwave 
radiating technologies.
 



Austrian Medical Association
The Irish Doctors Environmental Association (DEA)
The International Society (17 countries) of Doctors for the 
Environment (ISDE)
The Swiss Physicians for the Environment( (MfE)
The Interdisciplinary Society for Environmental Medicine 
The American Academy of Environmental Medicine   
 
Even Health Canada admitted recently, that Safety Code 6 is flawed and is 
only considering thermal effects.  
Biological effects are not considered within the Code 6 classification! 
 
I asked the BCUC to rule against BC Hydro's ill conceived smart meter 
fiasco and that the public has a right to reject a smart meter on their home 
without paying 'Extortion Fees' charged by BC Hydro. 
Further more, the public must have the right to informed consent, by 
receiving unbiased information without corporate spin on the dangers and 
the many pitfalls of Smart Meters. 
 
We hope you will stand firm for the democratic and human rights of the 
citizens of this province.
 
In hope - kind regards,
 
Marcus and Benita Schluschen
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




